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	Text Field 7: Materials:- soft drink bottle- soil from the garden- leaves- vegetable food scraps- a water spray bottle- wooden spoonInstructions:- cut the top of the bottle off, this will be used to invert into the bottle later- put some tiny holes into the bottom of the bottle, this will help with airflow- fill the bottle with different layers of soil, leaves and vegetable food scraps, each layer adding a spray of water.- put the lid of the bottle upside down on top of the bottle (see picture)- put this bottle outside or in a sunny spot- every couple of days give it a stir with a wooden spoon and another spray of water.- watch as the food scraps break down and become awesome fertiliserLink : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kA3q07paNbE
	Text Field 15: Make your own Compost
	Text Field 21: Tasks:- Weed some garden beds- Prune a plant/shrub/tree- Learn about 1 type of plant in your garden- Why are bees important?
	Text Field 23: Tasks:- Go on a hunt for bugs in your garden- Take some photos of different types of bugs- What sort of bugs can you find?- Try and find 1 with wings, 1 with 6 legs and 1 with 8 legs.
	Text Field 25: Joey Scouts Plan> Do> and Review> a project relating to the environment of their choice. The project take no more than 2 hours (including planning, doing and reviewing). Write, share photos or upload a video on their project. Eg. If your child struggles writing they can take a video explaining their plan.Plan: What will you do, what are your goals? Do: Do your planReview: What went well, what did you enjoy and what would you do differently next time?
	Text Field 22: Help in the Garden
	Text Field 24: Bug Hunt
	Text Field 26: Special Interest Area


